
Corona Virus Safety Plan & Guidelines

Dear Artists and Exhibitors, the following gives you all of the info on how we plan to operate safely during
(what’s hopefully the end) of the Covid-19 health pandemic.  Below are guidelines that we ask all exhibitors to
follow, so that we can all be in a safe work environment until everyone is vaccinated.  We believe that due to
the outdoor nature of our space, we can implement safe practices that allow us to reopen for y’all!

DO NOT come to the Art Garden if you feel sick, have any symptoms of Covid-19 or have been recently
exposed to someone who tested positive for covid or if you’ve tested positive in the last three weeks.

MASKS MANDATORY.  Masks must be worn inside the AG at all times unless an artist is eating or drinking.
When eating or drinking please maintain 6ft social distance from other artists and visitors.
AG will provide boxes of masks for tourists & artist use. Masks will be required of anyone entering the AG.

Sanitizer:  We will have a sanitizer table for everyone entering the AG.  Please bring your own sanitizer too if
you are selling mostly prints as an additional safety measure.  We can provide it if you need assistance.

Extra Space:  We will be offering less spots to rent through the spring & summer to be able to keep social
distance. There will be no artists in the middle of the garden until the fall.

- All artists must be seated behind a table to create distance from tourists.

Front of AG:  No poets or other artists will be allowed to congregate, sell or form a line or crowd in front of the
Art Garden fence or front gates.

Occupancy:  The small door will be an Exit Only. We will be controlling Occupancy with a velvet rope at the
main gate and tourists should walk in a circle to exit.  ~ No Smoking will be allowed in the Art Garden. ~

We are outdoors!  We feel this will help protect us as we work masked & socially distant.  Let’s sell some art!!

- I HAVE READ the above guidelines and agree to follow them while selling at the Art Garden.  I also
agree to hold Art Garden, The Art Garden, LLC and 613 Frenchmen St, LLC and its owners and
members harmless for any and all “Covid-19” aka “the corona virus” symptoms, sickness, illness, loss
of income and any and all expenses from illness et al., in perpetuity.
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